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A BANNER CHANGE IS THIS EASY

The current banner 
mounted on the wall
needs replacement.

It is lowered by remote 
control, and replaced 
from the ground.

A new banner is 
elevated and stretched 
automatically.
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ELEVATION BANNER
This system makes it very easy for you to mount and re-
place a banner. Other systems require a mechanical lift to 
replace banners of similar sizes for safety reasons. With 
ELEVATION BANNER you can do it all on your own from 
the ground in no time.

  Replacing a banner becomes a one-man operation
  Neither ladder nor tools are needed
  Remote controlled
  Operated from the ground, very safe

- Why wait so long to replace banners that your message 
has become outmoded, when it can easily be done with
ELEVATION BANNER

Download Brochure
You can download our open InDesign files, which are 
ready for you to insert your logo or use as your own 
material - scan or click on the QR code
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INDOOR & OUTDOOR 
The system can be used both indoors and outdoors, all 
parts are weather resistant.

When changing a banner
 Operated by one person without use of lift or ladder
 Easy banner replacement
 The banner is elevated up and down by remote control
 The motor automatically pulls the newly-mounted  
 banner tight

- It’s that easy
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ELEVATION BANNER 
MOUNTED UP HIGH
With its tough wheels on the bottom rail, this system can 
be placed on every surface of a building. The bottom rail 
moves up and down and the whole banner can therefore 
be elevated high up and later  lowered to the ground le-
vel for comfortable replacement. With the built-in Somfy 
high-quality motor, it is a unique solution which saves a 
lot of money (you do not need to rent a lift), as well as 
increases safety. 

 Quick replacement of banners at ground level
 Remote controlled
 Side mounting with wheels and strong elastic fastening 
 Movable bottom rail that is elevated

Specifications	 Accessories
Maximum width 20 m Cover box
Maximum height 15 m Possibility of ral painting
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ELEVATION BANNER
MOUNTED DOWN LOW
This banner system makes it easy to exchange messages. 
The unique Elevation system with the built-in high-quality 
Somfy motor makes it possible to stand on the ground and 
change a banner. A fixed rail is mounted at the bottom. The 
motor has  the function ”Torque pull” which additional-
ly tightens the banner. On each side, the banner has side 
guides with wheels and strong elastic rubber fasteners to 
ensure that the banner remains tight and resistant to the 
wind.

 Quick replacement of banners at ground level
 Remote controlled
 Side mounting with wheels and strong elastic fastening 

Specifications	 Accessories
Maximum width 20 m Cover box
Maximum height 15 m Possibility of ral painting
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ELEVATION BANNER
INDOOR 
Banner system for indoor banners. Optimal for all indoor 
locations where you need to be able to replace your banner 
/ message without the use of a lift or a ladder.

Easy for one person to replace messages, with both legs 
firmly planted on the ground.

Can be used for free-hanging banners or against a wall.

 Quick replacement of banners at ground level
 Remote controlled
 Possibility of installation on tall buildings
 Ceiling / or wall mounting

Specifications	 Accessories
Maximum width 6 m Cover box
Maximum height 15 m Possibility of ral painting
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ELEVATION BANNER
MANUEL 
It is the same system and with the same features as “El-
evation banner Mounted Low” This manual system is a 
cheaper alternative, which is without a motor and uses a 
manual hoisting system.

Recommended for banners up to 4m in width

 Quick replacement of banners at ground level
 Side mounting with wheels and strong elastic fastening

Specifications	 Accessories
Maximum width 4 m Cover box
Maximum height 10 m Possibility of ral painting
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MATERIALS
& PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
Recommended banner materials 
PVC frontlit & PVC mesh

Environmentally friendly banner 
Decotex 205, Geo Mesh

Printing technology 
UV print: PVC frontlit & PVC mesh
Dye Sublimation: Decotex 205, Geo Mesh

 Up to three-year warranty on the colors depending on 
 the print media and print technology.
 The profiles are galvanized steel and anodized aluminum, 
 which ensures the product a long life.
 All bolts and screws are stainless, and lubricated with dry 
 matter which guarantees that all parts remain movable   
 over time.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 Remotely controlled and electronics are CE approved
 Conventionally, the ELEVATION BANNER is delivered  
 with a tube motor, SOMFY SONEA RTS IO 50 nm
 The motor is built with the function “Torque pull”  
 which additionally tightens the banner
 Supply voltage: 3 V battery, type CR 2430
 International Protection Code: IP 30

Remote controls from Situo RTS II are produced in an 
environmentally friendly way. It has received a PEP 
eco-passport, the internationally recognized certificate for 
environmentally friendly production.

ACCESSORIES
 Possibility of remote control by smartphone with  
 “Somfy home” app
 Multi-channel remote control up to 5 banners
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Side mounting on frame

Side buckleSlider for the banner to slide easily 
in the frame when replacing

Hoisted down into “pockets” and kept up from 
the ground so it does not get dirty

Straps for easy replacement / installation
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ELEVATION BANNER with cover box

Banner is replaced without the 
use of a lift

Possibility of ral painting of cover box, rails 
and	all	fittings

Harness	 fixation	 guarantees	 that	 it	
runs smoothly.
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